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Sample Itinerary

Get into the swing!
Arrive at Las Vegas McCarran Airport, where
you’ll be met by Freshly Squeezed Events
Private executive transfer to your
stunning hotel
Get into the groove: freshen up, check out the
pool, then hit the casinos!
Sparkle at a private champagne reception,
then take to famous Las Vegas Strip in an
awesome private limo party bus stocked with
plenty of refreshments
Step this way: relax over dinner at the
fashionable Hard Rock Café
The night’s still young… fancy a flutter or a
boogie back at your hotel?
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The heights & depths
of Nevada
Indulge in a sumptuous breakfast buffet
Private limousine to Las Vegas airport: your
exclusive helicopter awaits!
Take to the sky for an unforgettable 3.5 hour
exclusive helicopter tour of the Grand Canyon
with champagne brunch at the base of the
canyon. Cameras at the ready!
It’s back to the hotel to freshen up, lounge
around the pool… champagne, anyone?
Private limo to the infamous VooDoo Steak
Lounge & Club. Then it’s on to Pure nightclub,
venue of the stars!
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“ We had a party of 78 people from across
Europe attending this conference and it went very
smoothly, all attendees had a wonderful time. The pre-event
planning was excellent and I was constantly updated on the
progress of our requests and needs. The actual event was a
huge success. I highly recommend Freshly Squeezed
Events and look forward to working with
them again in the near future.”

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740
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Back to your hotel. Will you retire to your
room… or test out your skills at the tables?

Time to go crazy!
Breakfast like a king, then it’s a full day of fun:
Jet skiing, wake boarding, speed boating from
your private house boat on Lake Mead,
quad-biking in Fire Valley, machine gun
shooting or maybe take to the track in high
performance racing cars
Chill out over a delicious lunch, then it’s
more action before heading back to your hotel
Dinner at Tao Restaurant in the fabulous
Venetian Hotel. Afterwards, rub shoulders with
the stars in the Tao nightclub

Homeward-Bound
Private transfer to airport for return to the UK

info@freshlysqueezedevents.com
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Talk to us

0845 688 4740
Razzle Dazzle ‘em!
Get ready to sparkle… when it comes to entertaining, a long
break in America’s most glamorous city is a sure-fire winner.
The glamour, the gambling, the grandeur: Vegas has long been
known as a diamond in America’s crown. After all, where else could
you take a cruise in a gondola, dine under the Eiffel Tower and dance
on a Hawaiian beach – in a single evening? Treat your team to a
spectacular weekend in this city of dreams, courtesy of Freshly-Squeezed Events. The wow factor comes as standard!

Feelin’ lucky?
It’s been the setting for countless Hollywood blockbusters – and now
it’s your turn to play the starring role. The bars and casinos of Las
Vegas are colourful and crazy, with fountains, feathers and
fire-breathers at every turn. Say a prayer to Lady Luck and try your
hand at the roulette tables. Or will you hunker down with a beer at
the One-Armed Bandits? We’ve picked some of the best casinos for
your Vegas experience… it’s nothing short of fabulous!

Out there!
There’s only one way to describe the scenery of Nevada: big. The vast
expanse of Fire Valley, the massive Hoover Dam – and, of course, the
breath-taking Grand Canyon itself. If you’re looking for an adrenaline
hit, you won’t be disappointed. Loads of action-packed adventures to
choose from… get ready to be blown away! It’s the ideal way to forge
partnerships and build teams - after all, experiences like this are
meant for sharing.

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740

Freshly Squeezed Events has been wowing
the business world since 2005. We are experts in
running amazing incentives and incredible destinations,
around the world, all play host to our bespoke events.
We always push the boundaries to create ‘itineraries of a
lifetime’ so that we can execute something out of this
world for you. Our passionate team, years of experience,
unique insight and fantastic global
contacts enable FSE to deliver the
ultimate incentives.
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